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Abstract7

According to Niino et al. (1997), more than half of tornadoes in Japan8

from 1961 through 1993 moved toward the northeast quadrant. However,9

since this data was based on visual observations, the reported directions of10

tornado motions were biased toward 8 directions out of 16. Therefore, by11

collecting directional data of tornado motions in an objective way, this study12

investigates the relationship between directions of tornado motions and the13

large-scale wind field. First, the direction of tornado movement is calcu-14

lated from the latitudes and longitudes of the locations of occurrence and15

extinction. These calculations show that approximately 70% of tornadoes16

moved toward the northeast quadrant regardless of the day of occurrences,17

regions, or weather conditions. The preference for the northeastward direc-18

tion is presumably not a sampling bias because the qualitative results are19

the same for two independent time spans. This northeast quadrant prefer-20

ence is caused by the superposition of eastward and northward peaks. The21

eastward preference suggests that the cumulonimbus clouds are transported22

by the westerly wind at the middle troposphere. When classified by seasons,23

a similar eastward preference is observed in DJF and MAM. By contrast,24

the distribution of the direction of movement of JJA and SON tornadoes25

exhibit a northward predominance, due to tornadoes associated with ty-26

phoons. The high correlation between the direction of tornado motions and27
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the large-scale wind direction is also consistent with a notion that tornadoes28

are transported by winds along with cumulonimbus clouds.29
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1. Introduction31

A tornado is a violent updraft vortex that occurs in association with32

a cumulonimbus cloud. Tornadoes are generated when atmospheric condi-33

tions are extremely unstable, and can cause extensive damage over a narrow34

band-like area in a short period of time. The environmental fields preferable35

for tornado occurrence and their predictability (Sakurai and Ryuichi, 2008;36

Shibata, 2006), the climatological aspects (Galway, 1977) and the e↵ect of37

their synoptic scale on tornado occurrence have long been discussed (Tippett38

et al., 2016; Tochimoto, 2022). Despite these e↵orts, tornado occurrence has39

been di�cult to predict, and its theoretical background is largely unknown.40

Nevertheless, coastal areas, especially the Pacific coast, are prone to torna-41

does (Hayashi et al., 1994). In areas with a large population, the possibility42

of severe damage is high, and if the weather becomes more unstable in the43

future, the anxiety of people living along the coast may increase.44

Prediction of the occurrence and track of tornadoes is essential to mini-45

mize damage on people and infrastructures. In fact, tornadoes that caused46

over 100 casualties occurred in Japan (e.g., Nobeoka City, Miyazaki Pre-47

fecture in September 2006). According to Kobayashi and Keiko (2012),48

1228 tornadoes occurred from 1961 through 2011, and 42% caused human49
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or property damage. The total number of deaths was 39 and the num-50

ber of injured was 2,022. However, the number of statistical studies on51

tornadoes is limited because of the reliance on visual observation reports.52

As the most comprehensive statistical study on tornadoes in Japan, Niino53

et al. (1997) (hereafter NFW97) conducted a large-scale statistical analysis54

of tornadoes and waterspouts for 33 years from 1961 through 1993, and55

estimated the risk of tornado encounters in each prefecture. Other previ-56

ous studies on tornadoes in Japan include general statistical studies (Fujita,57

1971; Hayashi et al., 1994) and observational research reports (e.g., Suzuki58

et al., 2000; Kobayashi et al., 2008). Although these previous studies dis-59

cuss predictability of tornadoes before their occurrence, little research has60

been conducted on the subsequent movement of tornadoes.61

This situation motivates us to discuss whether it is possible to pre-62

dict the direction of tornado movements after its occurrence. According63

to NFW97, more than 50% of tornadoes from 1961 through 1993 moved64

toward the northeast quadrant and about 22% moved northeastward (Fig.65

1a). However, these directions are not necessarily accurate, as visual ob-66

servation reports tend to be stated in eight major directions (i.e, 45� ⇥ n67

(integer) from the east).68 Fig. 1

Therefore, in this study, we first calculate the direction of tornado move-69

ments, including those of newer periods than NFW97, based on the locations70
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of occurrence and extinction. Then, we demonstrate that the northeastward71

propensity remains the same in a more recent time period. Next, we con-72

sider the characteristics of the distribution of the tornado moving directions73

by dividing tornado movements by seasons, regions of occurrence, and me-74

teorological conditions at the time of occurrence. By doing so, we explore75

the cause of the propensity toward the northeast quadrant.76

This article is organized as follows. The data used in this study are77

described in the next section. In the third section, after examining the78

statistics of the distribution of tornado movement directions, we calculate79

correlations to show that direction of tornado movement and tropospheric80

wind direction have a statistically significant correlation. Summary and81

Discussions including future challenges are given in section 4.82

2. Data and Methods83

2.1 Tornado movement84

Tornado data used for statistical analyses are from the Japan Meteoro-85

logical Agency (JMA). In this data, from January 1961 through December86

2022, 1,611 tornadoes are recorded. From these samples, we use 1,068 tor-87

nado cases whose records of the time (on the second timescale) and location88

(latitude and longitude) are available. Observational errors are not taken89
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into account. We use the time of occurrence, the place of occurrence and ex-90

tinction, the major weather disturbance near the tornado (e.g., typhoons),91

and the direction from it. The direction of tornado movement provided by92

JMA is not used, because available data are limited for cases where the93

track has been determined or reported.94

As shown in Fig. 1b, we calculate the direction of tornado movements95

using the locations of occurrence and extinction, without using visual ob-96

servation reports or global wind direction. The angle of tornado movement97

✓1 is calculated by the following equation 1.98

✓1 ⌘ arctan2('2 � '1,�2 � �1) (1)

Here, the latitudes and longitudes of the occurrence (extinction) points99

are '1 ('2) and �1 (�2), respectively. When we present statistics in 16100

directions, all directions are divided into 16 pieces with the 22.5� range.101

For example, when the movement angle ✓1 is 0�, the movement is eastward.102

The tornado case is extracted only if it moved for more than 1 second103

(approximately 40 meter) in either latitude or longitude from occurrence to104

extinction, and 650 cases are available in the statistical period (1961-2022)105

of this study. We will discuss later in section 4 whether it is appropriate to106

consider a tornado track as a straight line connecting the place of occurrence107

and extinction by ignoring the details of its complex movement.108
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2.2 Wind Direction109

We use reanalysis data of horizontal wind at specified pressure levels (300110

hPa, 400 hPa, 500 hPa and every 50 hPa from 600 hPa to 1000 hPa) provided111

by the European Medium-Range Weather Center (ECMWF) Reanalysis 5112

(ERA5). The horizontal resolution is 0.25° in both zonal and meridional113

directions, and the time resolution is 1 hour. At the nearest time when the114

tornado is occurred, we take the average of winds at four nearest neighbors115

of the occurrence point for both zonal (u) and meridional (v) wind data.116

The angle of wind direction ✓2 is calculated by the following equation 2.117

✓2 ⌘ arctan2(v, u) (2)

For example, the wind direction toward the east (i.e., westerly wind) is taken118

as ✓2 = 0�, the north is represented by 90�, and the south is represented by119

✓2 = �90�.120

2.3 Circular Statistics121

Angular data poses a major problem when performing statistical analy-122

sis. The problem is that statistical analysis methods that target non-angular123

data cannot be used when analyzing angular data. This problem is caused124

by the fact that angles (or circumferences) have periodicity. For example,125

a mean will have unnatural definitions if applied naively to angular data.126
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The mean of 1� and 359� should not be (1�+359�)/2 = 180�, but should be127

0�. The statistical analysis method for angular data is called the circular128

statistics (e.g., Fisher et al., 1993; Mardia et al., 2000).129

In this study, we calculate the correlation between the two angular vari-130

ables, the tornado movement direction and the wind direction at the time131

of tornado occurrence, using the circular correlation measure presented by132

Jammalamadaka et al. (2001). The circular correlation coe�cient �c is de-133

fined as134

�c ⌘

nX

k=1

sin(✓1k � ✓1) sin(✓2k � ✓2)

vuut
nX

k=1

sin2(✓1k � ✓1) sin
2(✓2k � ✓2)

(3)

where the direction of movement of the tornado is ✓1k, and the direction of135

the wind is ✓2k. Here, the mean of ✓1k and ✓2k using circular statistics are136

represented by ✓1 and ✓2, respectively, and calculated as137

✓i ⌘ arctan2

 
1

n

nX

k=1

sin ✓ik,
1

n

nX

k=1

cos ✓ik

!
(i = 1, 2) (4)

Based on Jammalamadaka and SenGupta (2001), the test statistic z� of two138

correlated variables is determined as139

z� = �c

r
n�20�02
�22

(5)

where140

�ij ⌘
1

n

nX

k=1

sini(✓1k � ✓1) sin
j(✓2k � ✓2) (6)
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and the statistical confidence interval is calculated assuming that z� follows141

a standard normal distribution.142

3. Results143

First, using the JMA data and the equation 1, new statistics and its144

geographical distribution of tornado movement directions are presented in145

subsection 3.1 and 3.2. After comparing with previous research, we further146

analyze the obtained data on the seasonality and their relationship with147

typhoons in 3.3 and 3.4. Next, in subsection 3.5 and 3.6, we show the148

relationship between the tornado movement and the large-scale wind at the149

time of tornado occurrence.150

3.1 Comparison with the previous study NFW97151

First, to establish the statistical confidence of the directional predomi-152

nance shown in NFW97, we present statistics taken for the same period as153

in NFW97 and the subsequent period. During the same period, we have154

reproduced that the tornado movement directions are concentrated in the155

northeast quadrant (Fig. 1c). Here, the northeast quadrant denotes the156

90-degree range counterclockwise from the east to the north. Of the 149157

tornadoes that occurred between 1961 and 1993, 73% (109 cases) moved158

toward the northeast quadrant.159
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The protrusions in 8 directions in Fig. 1a become moderate in Fig.160

1c. As NFW97 already pointed out, it is likely that these protrusions are161

caused by the fact that people tend to state in eight directions when giving162

visual observation reports. In NFW97, the northeast was the most frequent163

direction at about 22%, but in our result, east-northeast is the most frequent164

at 18%, followed by east and northeast during the same period.165

501 tornadoes from 1994 through 2022, which is after the NFW97 time166

span, are also analyzed in the same manner. As a result, Fig. 1c shows167

that 64% (321 cases) moved to the northeast quadrant. During this period,168

the east direction has the highest number of occurrences at 20%, followed169

by east-northeast, north, and northeast. In both periods (i.e., 1961-1993170

and 1994-2022), nearly a half of tornadoes are concentrated within the 45-171

degree range from the east to the northeast. The qualitative results are the172

same for two independent year periods, so the northeastward predominance173

is presumably not due to a sampling bias.174

3.2 Geographical Distribution (1961-2022)175

Tornadoes move to the northeast quadrant all over the Japanese main-176

land (Fig. 1d). In addition, the occurrence of tornadoes are concentrated177

on the coast and in the Kanto Plain. Of all 650 tornadoes between 1961 and178

2022, 66% (430 cases) moved to the northeast quadrant which consists of179
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east (19%), east-northeast (15%), northeast (11%), north (11%) and north-180

northeast (10%).181

Based on the JMA data, many tornadoes move to the east along the Sea182

of Japan coast, and to the north along the Pacific coast of western Japan183

and inland areas such as the Kanto Plain. Figure 1d shows the distribution184

of the occurrence locations of tornadoes that moved to the northeast quad-185

rant. The distribution of tornado occurrence is similar to previous statistical186

studies, with many tornadoes occurring along the coast, the Kanto Plain,187

and the plains of Miyazaki and Shizuoka. In Japan, which has many moun-188

tainous areas, this distribution is mostly due to the topography, but it also189

depends on the environment near the tornado occurrences (e.g., typhoons,190

fronts, low pressure systems).191

3.3 Seasonal Distribution192

More than 60% of the tornadoes that occur in Japan move toward the193

northeast in all seasons. Figure 2a shows the number of tornadoes observed194

in June-July-August (JJA) and September-October-November (SON), when195

the number of tornado occurrences is particularly high. SON experiences196

the highest number of cases of 321, followed by JJA (178 cases), December-197

January-February (DJF, 78 cases), and March-April-May (MAM, 73 cases).198

In these cases, 60% of tornadoes in SON, 66% in JJA, 83% in DJF, and199
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76% in MAM moved to the northeast quadrant.200 Fig. 2

In JJA and SON, the number of tornadoes exhibits peaks not only in201

the east but also in the north (Fig. 2a). Especially in SON, almost the202

same number of tornadoes move toward the east and the north (out of 321203

SON tornadoes, 50 tornadoes move to the east and 48 to the north). This204

bimodal feature is particularly interesting, considering that, when we in-205

corporate all seasons, the number of tornadoes exhibit moderate preference206

toward the northeast quadrant. Since these two peaks are seasonal, in the207

next subsection 3.4, we will discuss tornadoes associated with typhoons,208

which are common during this season. In DJF and MAM, when tornado209

occurrences are relatively rare, tornadoes often occur on the Sea of Japan210

side. 27% of tornadoes in DJF and 26% in MAM moved eastward.211

The map in Fig. 2b shows the occurrence distribution of JJA and SON.212

This map reveals that tornadoes during these two seasons are particularly213

common in the Pacific coast and plains and there is not much di↵erence in214

their geographical distribution. The peaks to the north are observed only in215

this season, suggesting that the timing of occurrence and its meteorological216

conditions are closely related.217
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3.4 Relationship with Typhoon218

50 cases moved eastward and 48 moved northward out of 321 cases in219

SON. Presumably, these two peaks (north and east) are yielded due to220

di↵erent mechanisms. Therefore, in this subsection, we investigate the rela-221

tionship with typhoons, because tornadoes that occur intensively from July222

through October are occasionally related to typhoons.223

Typhoons are the second most common weather conditions for tornadoes224

after fronts. According to Hayashi et al. (1994), the number of typhoons225

has not decreased since the 1980s compared to the previous years, but the226

annual number of tornadoes caused by typhoons has decreased. According227

to the data used in this study, however, there were 31 cases in the first 20228

years (1961-1980), 24 cases in the next 20 years (1981-2000), and 81 cases229

in the next 22 years (2001-2022), so the number is actually increasing. This230

increase is likely due to an increase in the number of reported cases since231

2000, and may not be a real upward trend in the number of cases.232

We extract 51 cases in JJA and 91 cases in SON tornadoes that occurred233

with typhoons. Here, a typhoon-related tornado is defined as a tornado234

that occurred when a typhoon is observed simultaneously near Japan, and235

is archived in the JMA database. Typhoon-related tornadoes have a pro-236

trusion to the north (Fig. 3a), and typhoon-unrelated tornadoes generally237

move eastward (Fig. 3b). These two peaks are consistent with the obser-238
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vational evidence that 66% of all tornadoes from 1961 through 2022 moved239

into the northeast quadrant (subsection 3.2), and about 70% (73% for JJA240

and 67% for SON) of typhoon-unrelated tornadoes moved into the north-241

east quadrant. By contrast, more than 70% of typhoon-related tornadoes242

(76% for JJA and 73% for SON) are concentrated in the northern quadrant243

(the northeast to the northwest), and few move eastward. Since the peak is244

clearly divided into the north and the east depending on whether the tor-245

nado was associated with a typhoon, the peak to the north is presumably246

caused by typhoon-related tornadoes.247 Fig. 3

The reason why tornadoes associated with typhoons move to the north248

is that most tornadoes occur at the northeast of the center relative to249

the typhoon, which has counterclockwise circulation. Based on the JMA250

data, more than 80% of typhoon-related tornadoes occurred in the north-251

east quadrant relative to the center of the typhoon, and nearly a half of252

these tornadoes occurred particularly in the 22.5� range of the northeast253

direction. A similar directional bias in the incidence of tornado events,254

rather than their movement after they occur, is also reported for hurricanes255

(e.g., Novlan and Gray (1974); Gentry (1983)).256
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3.5 Correlations with large-scale wind field at each pressure257

level258

Except for typhoon-related tornadoes, the wind direction at the time of259

the tornado occurrence is mainly eastward, and most of them blow toward260

the northeast quadrant, regardless of altitude (Fig. 4a). As mentioned261

above, since eastward movements are the most common in all seasons, we262

hypothesize that the direction of tornadoes movement is determined by263

cumulonimbus clouds transported by the westerly wind at the middle tro-264

posphere. Therefore, in this subsection, we calculate angular correlations265

between the direction of tornadoes movement and the wind direction.266 Fig. 4

First, we focus on the 500 hPa level, which is about 5.5km in altitude267

at the middle troposphere. Figure 4b shows the scatter plot between the268

wind direction and the tornado movement direction. At the time of tornado269

occurrences, 75% of the winds were blowing toward the northeast quadrant.270

To investigate the relationship between wind and tornadoes moving toward271

the northeast quadrant, we hereafter consider only tornadoes whose wind272

direction and movement direction are within �45� < ✓ < 135� (523 cases,273

the black box shown in Fig. 4b). The correlation coe�cient between the274

direction of tornadoes movement and the wind direction at 500 hPa is 0.59275

(Fig. 4c), which is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.276

We similarly calculate correlations at each pressure level from 300 to277
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1000 hPa (Fig. 4c). The 500 hPa level exhibits the strongest correlation, and278

the correlation gradually decreases as the altitude decreases and approaches279

the Earth’s surface. This decrease is because, as inferred from Fig. 4a,280

the northeastward predominance in wind direction becomes weaker as the281

altitude decreases.282

For typhoon-related tornadoes, the correlation is not as strong as those283

for typhoon-unrelated tornadoes. For example, at the 500 hPa level, the284

correlation coe�cients for typhoon-related and typhoon-unrelated torna-285

does are 0.33 and 0.50, respectively. Although both results are statistically286

significant at the 95% significance level, the reason why the former value is287

small is presumably that the typhoon winds are more localized and di�cult288

to reproduce in reanalysis data.289

3.6 Geographical distribution of relationships with wind290

Among tornadoes that occurred from 1961 through 2022, the direction291

of movement of the tornado and the wind direction are most often in the292

same direction, confirming the high correlation shown in subsection 3.5.293

Figure 4d shows the di↵erence between the direction of tornado movement294

and the wind direction ✓1 � ✓2, i.e., the angle at which a tornado moves295

relative to the wind. In 252 out of 650 cases, the directions of the winds296

and tornado movements are within 30 degrees of each other. In 60% (388297
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cases) of all cases, the direction of tornado movement is within 90 degrees298

counterclockwise, as measured from the wind direction, and less than half299

(168 cases) are within 90 degrees clockwise.300

In Fig. 4e, 144 tornadoes associated with typhoons are similarly illus-301

trated. Although the number of tornadoes within 30 degrees is small (26302

cases), 102 tornadoes travel within 90 degrees counterclockwise from the303

wind, accounting for 70% of the total. The number of clockwise cases is 11,304

which is an overwhelmingly smaller proportion than the case in Fig. 4d. As305

a future work, it will be necessary to physically understand the principle306

behind this observed evidence that most typhoon-related tornadoes move307

counterclockwise relative to winds.308

4. Summary and Discussions309

Approximately 70% of tornadoes that occurred in Japan from 1961310

through 2022 moved into the northeast quadrant. We have confirmed the311

preference in the movement direction shown in the previous study NFW97312

by calculating the direction in a more objective way. This preference has313

not changed between the NFW97 period (1961-1993) and the subsequent314

period (1994-2022), and the direction of movement of tornadoes is predom-315

inated from the east to the north all over Japan. This predominance is the316

same even when divided by season, but the tornadoes that occur in JJA and317
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SON have sharp peaks in the north and the east. By classifying tornadoes318

according to whether they occur simultaneously with typhoons, the peak to319

the north are largely explained by typhoons. By contrast, the peak to the320

east is not caused by a typhoon but is caused generally by middle tropo-321

spheric winds. Using the circular statistics, we have confirmed statistically322

significant correlations between the directions of the tornado movement and323

the wind directions throughout the entire tropospheric layer.324

In this study, the direction of tornado movement is defined as a straight325

line connecting the point of occurrence and extinction. To justify this326

definition based on the cases with detailed reports since 2000, we select327

two tornadoes in Japan that yielded long damage areas and a large so-328

cial impact. The first case is a tornado caused by the front that oc-329

curred in the Saitama prefecture at 14:00 on September 2, 2013 Japan330

Standard Time (JST) (available at https://www.data.jma.go.jp/obd/331

stats/data/bosai/tornado/2013090201/ref01.pdf). This tornado was332

long lasting (30 minutes), strong (Fujita(F)-scale was F2), and the length333

of the a↵ected area was long (19 km). Comparing the synthetic radar im-334

ages provided by the JMA and the areas a↵ected by tornadoes, the flow of335

rain clouds and the movement of tornadoes match well. Although a slight336

meandering was observed, the line drawn through the center of the path337

aligns with the east-northeast direction of the movement. The wind direc-338
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tion at this time is the northeast, and the JMA’s movement report is also339

the northeast.340

Another typhoon-like tornado occurred in the Tochigi prefecture at 11:30341

on August 10, 2014 JST (available at https://www.data.jma.go.jp/obd/342

stats/data/bosai/tornado/2014081001/ref01.pdf). This tornado was343

also strong, lasting 20 minutes, F-scale F1, the damaged area length of 15344

km, and occurred to the east-northeast of the typhoon. The center of the345

typhoon was approximately 550 km away from the tornado occurrence, but346

strong rain clouds were forming in the area where the tornado occurred.347

Radar images show that it moved toward the north-northeast while slightly348

deviating from the southwesterly wind, which is consistent with the results349

of this study.350

According to NFW97, the average length of the damage area of torna-351

does in Japan is 3.2 km, so the majority of tornadoes are smaller and shorter352

than the two aforementioned examples. Therefore, even if the direction of353

movement is determined without considering the detailed meanderings of354

the movement track, it is useful at least as a first-order approximation.355

Nevertheless, the challenge is to analyze statistically while maintaining its356

accuracy. Although this study used the average wind direction as the en-357

vironmental field, it could be more accurate to identify each cumulonimbus358

cloud to determine its direction of movement.359
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From a disaster prevention perspective, strong tornadoes that cause so-360

cietal damage are especially important. When we perform the same analysis361

on tornadoes whose F-scale, which is an index for grasping the size of tor-362

nadoes, is F1 or higher, the results are consistent with our study (Fig.363

5). The number of these strong cases is 305, which is half the number of364

all the cases (650 cases). The preference toward the northeast quadrant365

remains unchanged, but the distribution of movement directions is more366

evenly prominent to the east and the north (Fig. 5a). Compared to the367

all-case analysis, the reason for this di↵erent prominence is that many of368

the strong cases are tornadoes associated with typhoons. Specifically, 103369

cases of strong tornadoes are associated with typhoons, and 202 cases of370

strong tornadoes are not associated with typhoons, which are in contrast to371

144 cases and 506 cases, respectively, when considering all the cases.372 Fig. 5

Based on the results of this study, disaster prevention measures could373

be taken by issuing a warning to the northeastward area immediately after374

a tornado is observed. In particular, a simple system that issues warnings375

to the north if a typhoon is occurring near Japan, and to the east oth-376

erwise, could reduce substantial damage. Nevertheless, in this study, we377

have statistically processed the predominance in the direction of movement378

regardless of the size of the tornado or the region where it occurs. From379

the perspective of disaster prevention, it is further desirable to estimate the380
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direction of tornado movement by considering details of regional character-381

istics for tornadoes (e.g., facing the sea or large mountain range) and by382

using data with a finer spatial resolution.383
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Fig. 1. a) Frequency distribution of the direction of tornado movements
from 1961 through 1993 presented in Niino et al. (1997). b) Defini-
tion of the direction of tornado movement in this study. c) As in (a),
but calculated using our definitions. d) Geographical distribution of
tornado movement directions from 1961 through 2022.
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Fig. 2. a) Distribution of the direction of tornado movement that occurred
in JJA (178 cases) and SON (321 cases). b) As in Fig. 1d, but for JJA
(left) and SON (right).
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unrelated tornadoes. Bottom: As in Fig. 1d, but for (a) typhoon-
related and (b) typhoon-unrelated tornadoes. Red markers denote the
north and (b) the east quadrant.
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Fig. 4. a) Wind direction θ2 at the time of tornado occurrence at 300,
500, 850 and 1000 hPa (650 cases each). b) Scatter plot of tornado
movement direction θ1 and wind direction θ2. Typhoon-related (red)
and typhoon-unrelated (blue) tornadoes are shown. c) Circular correla-
tion coefficient between tornado movements and winds at each pressure
level. Only data in the black box shown in (b) are used. d) Geographi-
cal distribution of tornado movements relative to winds (θ1−θ2). A pos-
itive value denotes the angle of the tornado movements counterclock-
wise relative to wind, and a negative value denotes the angle clockwise
relative to wind. e) As in Fig. 4d, but for typhoon-related tornadoes.
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Fig. 5. a) Distribution of the direction of tornado movement for all torna-
does (blue) and those of F1 scale or higher (red) from 1961 through
2022. b) As in (a), but for typhoon-related tornadoes. c) As in (a),
but for typhoon-unrelated tornadoes.
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